**MCN EXCLUSIVE**

**IAM claims motorcyclists at risk from deep vein thrombosis**

Experts warn us to take regular breaks to prevent onset of DVT

By Steve Farrell

**‘If your legs feel odd there’s a problem’**

**STEVE MEAD, IAM**

Increased by a family history of vein diseases.

She said: “Bikers risk having blood from their legs redirected to the superficial veins, the ones near the surface of the skin, causing extra vein diseases and leg ulcers, according to the Lindsay Leg Club Foundation.

The IAM said problems arise from calf muscles not being flexed while riding long distances, an action “key to blood flowing back to the heart unimpaired”.

Rodger said riders should take regular stops and watch for warning signs including patches of red skin between the knee and ankle and depression of skin caused by tight riding gear.

“All of a sudden you might feel you want to stretch that right leg or left leg out. As soon as you get that feeling, rather than stretching out your legs at 70mph, this is the time you need to pull in and stop.”

Dr William Toff, DVT expert in the University of Leicester’s Department of Cardiovascular Sciences, said: “I would have thought that there could be a significant risk because of the combination of being immobile in the seat for a long period, particularly with the flex at the hips and knees that you get when riding a motorcycle, and also maybe aggravated by the constricive clothing that people often wear.”

Register with motorcyclenews.com and win!

Win a place on an MCN Confidence Training Day by signing up

You could win this Bering Tornado jacket worth £105

AS if giving you all the news and sport first, thousands of bike and product reviews and masses of video footage wasn’t enough we’re now giving you another reason to join motorcyclenews.com, to win great prizes.

MCN is giving away a prize a day to anyone who signs up to the website.

Joining up is simple, visit www.motorcyclenews.com and follow the instructions to sign up. It takes just five minutes to complete the registration document and you’re then opened up to a world of everything on two wheels.

Once you’ve registered you can add images to your profile, create your own stories to appear on the site and even upload pictures of your bike onto our Rate My Bike section and bask in the compliments from fellow users.
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